Meet and Befriend
Your Inner Committee
Learning Astrology through Experience
with Linda Byrd

Suitable for: Non-astrologers, beginners, intermediates and above

An ideal opportunity to learn about yourselves, spouses, partners, friends,
co-workers, etc. by doing this together. (Couples discount offered**)

In this experiential format you will come to meet the
different parts of yourself through the lens of astrology.
We are in a time of unparalleled change. Old ways aren’t working, and it’s natural to feel afraid and “out of
control”. Relationships are up for evaluation, but if we don’t really know and accept ourselves, how can we fully
accept another. Astrology provides a key to your unconscious and serves as a tool to take advantage of these
energies of change. Small group breakouts where we experience similar energies to ours first-hand make this
ideal to do with significant others - see discount below. This workshop series will not only give you knowledge of
astrology but is an opportunity for profound personal growth. While we will be covering the basics of astrology,
the class will be focused on you and your chart in a workshop format...
1) Basics - Where your inner committee is sitting at your conference table - Elements and Qualities
2) Moon & Ascendant - Your emotional security needs and your public persona - Conditioned patterns
3) Sun & Mercury - Your essence and how you think and communicate
4) Venus & Mars - How you love and go about getting what you want
5) Jupiter & Saturn - What you love and what is unconsciously holding you back
6) Uranus, Neptune, Pluto - Generational influences and how they impact you personally
7) Integration - You may have parts of yourself that are “at odds” with other parts - Here’s an opportunity for harmony!
FACILITATOR: Linda Kubota Byrd is a certified DREAM COACH and has used

Astrology as a personal growth consultant for 20 years. She was a volunteer with the
Aspire Foundation, using Transformational Astrology for 10 years and has earned a Level
Two Certificate in Evolutionary Astrology from Steven Forrest’s Apprenticeship Program.
She has studied with John Ruskell, Gavin Carruthers, Tom Lescher, Maurice Fernandez,
and many others. Facilitating workshops for 16 years, she combines Astrology, Energy
Psychology, Handwriting Analysis, Conscious Creating, NLP, etc. to “un-train” conditioned
patterns to empower authenticity and embrace the unique gifts in us all.
SEVEN WEEK CLASS (Weds. Evenings)

Feb. 5, 12, 19, 26, March 5, 12, 19 - 2014

$119.00 single / $209.00 couple**
if registered by 1/29*

7:00 - 9:00 pm

$140.00 single / $240.00 couple**

The Reserves at the Galleria Clubhouse
501 Gibson Drive, Roseville, CA

*Payment via PayPal or by check postmarked no later than January 29,

Register now at NCGRsacramento.org

2014, made out to NCGR-Sacramento Area. Mail to 2351 Sunset Blvd.,
Suite 170-404, Rocklin, CA 95765

Can’t commit to the whole series, or only want to focus on certain planets?
Contact Linda at info@ncgrsacamento.org if you would like to arrange to attend on a drop-in basis.

